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Newton Poppleford and Harpford Parish Council Comments on … 
 

The Parish Council consulted with the community on proposed plans for the development on land 

near King Alfred Way in November 2014, April, May and June 2015. Comments are organised by 

issue. Some comments are repeated where they apply to more than one issue. 

 

Overall layout 

 Welcome the open space positioning and that the surgery car park has been moved away 

from the existing houses. However, the open space has been made much smaller and is not 

adequate for a development of this size. 

 It is stated by the developer that the internal roads will provide enough access to large 

vehicles (eg. Refuse lorries) to turn around, however in another part of the application it 

states that parking for visitors will be on the road, this will hamper large vehicles being able 

to move around the road. Parking areas and non-parking areas will need to be clearly 

designated and controlled. 

 Housing layout has been changed from the original outline plan, to provide a more aesthetic 

look to the new development it is proposed to distribute the house more evenly throughout 

the site. 

 

Retaining walls 

The retaining walls are made of stone-filled gabions or blockwork. The walls will be 1.7 to 2.05 

metres high through the middle of the development forming the backwall to properties. Materials 

more in keeping with a country location should be used rather than stone filled gabions. Ref. 

Hardworks Plan 12706 L93 

 

Parking (Ref. Site Layout - 12706 L01 10 

 There only appears to be one parking space for plots 5-12 and 29-37 39 and 40. 2 parking 

spaces should be provided per property as a minimum. 

 It is not clear from the plans whether the doctors car park contains sufficient disabled 

spaces. 

 How will it prevent people from parking on the pathways? The Manual of Streets 2 considers 

that ‘Control of parking needs to be considered in level surface schemes’ to ensure that 

parking does not prevent pedestrian access. 

 

Traffic access 

The A3052 through Newton Poppleford already experiences 12,000 vehicle movements each day 

(Police Radar study July 2014) which makes access onto the main road from KAW difficult. Currently 

due to lack of parking on the existing King Alfred Way, many vehicles are parked on the road.  

 There is no indication of how construction traffic will be managed during development and 

the impact on the existing homeowners. 

 There is no indication of how increased traffic through the existing road due to visits to the 

surgery and general increase in cars from new properties will be managed. 

 

Flooding  

Flooding is a real problem already for Farthings Lane and adjacent properties. The new development 

and the road running down the hill could funnel water into existing properties. Surface flooding has 

already affected properties on Farthings Lane and may affect insurance and future property sales. 
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It seems that the sewage is going to join the existing sewage system which at present blocks 

occasionally outside front door of no.34, where it seeps out from under the manhole cover. If more 

sewage has to come this way, the impact of increased sewage from new houses will make the 

situation worse. 

Building development and the introduction of impermeable surfaces onto a free-draining slope will 

exacerbate the run-off during extreme rainfall events. A report from the Met Office in 2010i states 

that “For winter, all [rainfall] extremes were projected to become more frequent in the future” For 

example projections for winter rainfall in Exeter show that a 1 in 100 year event may be as frequent 

as 1 in 40 years by the 2040s. The standard Environment Agency advice of 1 in a 100 year event is 

still used but this does not reflect the reality of increasing extreme events (see Met Office 

projections for winter rainfall extremes). 

Design of the new development should be future proofed for increasing extreme rainfall events. 

Whilst it is recognised that attenuation tanks will address some storm flows for a 1 in 40 event that 

could become a 1 in 20 in the next few decades. Therefore, the design could go further by taking 

account of, for example, practices in CIRIA’s ‘Water sensitive urban design in the UK’ ii. Cost effective 

solutions such as landscaping areas to enable them to be floodable in extreme rainfall could be 

employed. 

 

Reference is made to the Flood risk assessment report from the KAW outline application, however 

the drainage plans are now out of date due to the changes that have been made to the original 

plans. (note we did not receive drainage plans in the reserved matters proposal. 

 

The new development will be built on a hill that slopes down towards existing houses in King Alfred 

Way. Where the new development reaches the existing housing it appears to be about 2 metres 

higher than existing houses and ends in a footpath and hedge. (External works plan 14149-016). The 

open space slopes down to the KAW houses, it appears no drainage would be included here. The site 

could easily be landscaped to provide a natural route for water that would channel water away from 

the existing properties and would save properties from flooding in extreme events. (Geotechnical 

report) 

 

‘Low kerbs and flush surface to surroundings’ will enable surface water to flow more easily than the 

usual kerb and road design. The Manual of Streets states ‘that designing for drainage needs 

particular care’. 

 

The Geotechnical Report indicates that infiltration rates are generally low indicating the ground has 

relatively low permeability. The ground however will still be more permeable than impermeable 

surfaces such as tarmac and concrete and block paving. The introduction of impermeable surfaces 

will mean that no water whatsoever will be absorbed and greater surface run off will be 

experienced.  

 

Extract from the Geotechnical report: 
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Attenuation tanks to manage surface run-off. Firstly the design and manufacturers spec needs to be 

seen by the public and clearly explained and before permission is given. It should not be left to the 

developer to ‘do his best’. Secondly, any drainage system in this area fills with silt and in a very short 

space of time it fails. The siting of the attenuation tank is a concern. When tanks like this fail, it is the 

properties below that take the brunt of any failure. Thus the current residents below the public open 

space area are at risk. South West Water are only due to adopt one of the tanks, what will happen to 

the other tank?   

Damages 

During the ground testing and archaeological survey, large plant vehicles (ie a tanker and then a 

digger) were taken along the public footpath in order to access the further field. This caused the 

neighbouring houses and floors to shake, which causes great anxiety regarding subsidence. There 

was also some difficulty with vehicles getting stuck when trying to turn up into the second field from 

the footpath, and also compressing the ditch behind the bank and shaking the trees when it hit the 

bank. 

How will existing residents properties be surveyed, checked and insured for any damages resulting 

from the construction through to any failures in the development in years to come? 

Pedestrian access (Ref. S38 Plan – 14149-003) 

 The road through the development only has footpath (2m width) along one side and shared 

road/pedestrian surface along the other side (0.5m width). The housing development needs 

to ensure adequate pavements on both sides of the road. 

 The central footpath (bituminous path) needs to be lit by low-level lighting. It has high hedge 

on one side and fences on the other side. 

 The Manual of Streets 2 considers that ‘Control of parking needs to be considered in level 

surface schemes’ to ensure that parking does not prevent pedestrian access. 

 Need to consider tactile features in the paving for the partially sighted, especially when 

using shared space layout. 

 Farthings lane does not provide a safe route to the school/village. There are numerous 

obstacles along the path including steep gardens falling away from the path, trees, roots, 

hedges, and encroaching fences from properties. It is not possible to take a child’s pushchair 

along this path. There is no lighting. There is one long stretch of path between King Alfred 

Way and School Lane with no way of exiting any sooner. (Ref. External works plan 14149-

016) 

 The £25k earmarked for the upgrade of Farthings Lane is insufficient for improving the 

whole path. A proper survey and estimate of costs to make Farthings Lane into a viable 

public pathway needs to be done. 

 

Surgery 

The Planning Support Statement - Refers to section 106 agreement for surgery. 
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How can residents of Newton Poppleford be assured that the surgery will be built, kitted out 

appropriately and used on a regular basis by doctors to provide adequate services to the population 

of Newton Poppleford? 

 

 

 

                                                             
i ofwat.gov.uk/sustainability/climatechange/rpt_com_met_rainfall.pdf 
ii www.ciria.org 
 

http://www.ciria.org/

